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Fingerprints’ new biometric PC solution integrated in the HONOR MagicBook 

V14 

Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints™) today announced that the company’s new biometric solution for the PC 

market is integrated in the new HONOR MagicBook V14. 

“I am very pleased with this product launch by HONOR, which demonstrates the positive trend in demand for 

biometric authentication in consumer and enterprise PCs. Microsoft’s recent decision to allow all their users to 

completely remove the password from their accounts, in favor of using biometric authentication and 

authenticator apps, will most likely further accelerate this trend. Fingerprints is poised for continued growth in 

this segment, providing the perfect way to add convenient and secure authentication to PCs,” comments Ted 

Hansson, Senior VP Business Line Mobile at Fingerprints. 

Fingerprints expects strong growth in the PC segment, both in the short and in the long term, partly due to the 

fact that significantly more computers are sold now compared to pre-pandemic levels, but mainly because the 

share of PCs with fingerprint sensors is expected to increase significantly from today's relatively low levels. Thus 

far, Fingerprints has been awarded design wins with three of the world’s top five PC manufacturers. We expect 

to be able to announce further PC models in the near future, which feature Fingerprints’ technology. 

On our website, you will find more information on Fingerprints’ touch sensors and software for PCs. 
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About Fingerprints  

Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints) – the world’s leading biometrics company, with its roots in Sweden. We believe in a 

secure and seamless universe, where you are the key to everything. Our solutions are found in hundreds of millions of 

devices and applications, and are used billions of times every day, providing safe and convenient identification and 

authentication with a human touch. For more information visit our website, read our blog, and follow us on Twitter. 

Fingerprints is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (FING B). 
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